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- Support open source that you use by paying the maintainers to talk to your team [2]

  I think I've come up with a novel hack for the challenge of getting your company to financially support the open source projects that it uses: reach out to the maintainers and offer them generous speaking fees for remote talks to your engineering team.

- Intel Purchases Linutronix To Revive It?s Real Time Linux Kernel [3]

  Over the years the maintenance and development of PREEMPT_R has languished as people moved on to other projects, but will now have the backing of Intel. They also get another benefit, in the form of Linutronix?s CTO Thomas Gleixner who has been a major driver in developing security mitigations for the Linux kernel?s x86 codebase.


  Valve's Steam Deck has a wonderful 30fps frame limiter, and it proves that smooth frame pacing is always better than higher framerates. I tested Cyberpunk 2077 and Borderlands 3 to show you the difference.

- People That Say "Linux Is Hard" Make Me Laugh - Invidious [5]
I see it all over the Internet...people telling potential new Linux users to not bother trying Linux because "Linux is hard" or "Linux is not for beginners." And I can't help but laugh every time I see such nonsense.
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